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Abstract
Advancements in chronopharmaceutics, the traditional goal of pharmaceutics is becoming obsolete. Until now, the emphasis has been on formulations that maintain constant drug levels throughout the day. But we now need to develop more biologically appropriate formulations that take account of variations in bodily functions, such as blood pressure, asthma, arthritis, duodenal ulcer, cancer, diabetes, hypercholesterolemia and some neurological disorders during the day. In glaucoma, intraocular pressure, a major risk factor for glaucoma, is known to vary throughout the day, yet glaucoma continues to progress in some patients despite it being well controlled. It is important to understand how other glaucomatous risk factors are affected by circadian variations. It is found that nonphysiologic nocturnal blood pressure dipping and wider circadian fluctuations in ocular perfusion pressure are linked with the development and progression of glaucoma.
INTRODUCTION

The increasing research interest regarding chronopharmaceutical drug delivery systems may lead to the creation of a new sub-discipline in pharmaceutics known as chronopharmaceutics. Matching drug release to the body’s circadian rhythms has been the elusive goal of many drug delivery companies for at least two decades. But the hazards of the gastrointestinal tract have meant that only a handful of truly chronopharmaceutical products have reached the market, and few are in development. The idea of targeting release to the specific time of day when there is maximal clinical manifestation of a disease has obvious advantages, and there is no shortage of ingenuity in designing formulations for time-delayed drug release. But the difficulty lies in designing products that are resistant to breakdown by the fluids in the GI tract. As well as in hypertension and other cardiovascular disease, Dr Youan offers good theoretical reasons for carefully timed drug delivery in the treatment of asthma, arthritis, duodenal ulcer, cancer, diabetes, hypercholesterolaemia and some neurological disorders.

The function of circadian regulation is to impose a temporal organization on physiologic processes and behavior. In addition to the sleep-wake cycle, other examples of circadian regulation occur in body temperature, multiple hormones, and the autonomic nervous system. Disorders of circadian regulation are typically expressed as sleep disorders. However, diseases may be promoted or exaggerated by normal circadian control, and alternatively, disturbances of circadian regulation secondary to disease processes may exaggerate manifestations of the disease. Circadian rhythms have two principal features: they run freely in the absence of temporal cues, particularly the light-dark cycle; and under normal environmental circumstances they are entrained to the light dark cycle. Chronobiology is the study of the biologic rhythms of physiologic and pathologic processes. Circadian cycles have approximately a 24-hour period, diurnal and nocturnal are part of the circadian cycle refer to the day and night periods. A mammalian circadian pacemaker located in the suprachiasmal nucleus of the brain controls many physiologic functions such as core temperature which itself is used to monitor the phase of the circadian rhythm. In man, the circadian cycle is about 24 hours in length.

Possibility of Chronopharmaceutics Approach

In chronopharmacotherapy drug administration is synchronised with circadian rhythms. If the peak of symptoms occurs at daytime a conventional dosage form can be administrated just before the symptoms are worsening. If symptoms of the disease became worse during the night or in the early morning the timing of drug administration and nature of the drug delivery system need careful consideration. In this case modified-release dosage forms must be used. The influence on chronokinetic of the route of administration must also be considered. For example, there are studies showing that chronopharmacokinetic variation is not found when drug is administrated rectally. It is not possible to support the idea that oral administration of conventional (immediate-release) formulations at different times of day leads to constant plasma level. Modified-release formulations have many advantages over immediate-release formulations. With these formulations a less frequent drug administration is possible, lower peak concentrations can be obtained to avoid adverse effects and patient compliance can be improved. The modified-release dosage forms can be divided into subgroups of rate-controlled-release, delayed-release and pulsed-release formulations. Delayed-release formulations include time-controlled release and site-specific dosage forms. Time-delayed delivery systems (time-controlled release formulations and pulsed release formulations) are the best approach to deliver drugs in accordance with circadian rhythms of the disease. The mentioned approach serves a purpose especially in the treatment of early morning symptoms. By timing the drug administration, plasma peak is obtained at an optimal time. Number of doses per day can be reduced. When there are no symptoms there is no need for drugs. Saturable first pass metabolism and tolerance development can also be avoided. Enteric-coated formulations are used mainly in connection with site-specific delivery, but they can be used also in time-controlled delivery systems when the lag time is needed. In case of glaucoma there is no chronopharmaceutical drug delivery systems tested due to circadian variations. This research will be the next challenge in Chronopharmaceutics.
CIRCADIAN VARIATIONS IN GLAUCOMA

It is well established that circadian rhythms play an important role in maintaining homeostasis in the human body. Various physiologic systems from blood glucose and insulin regulation to cortisol and melatonin production are affected by the circadian clock. The status of certain diseases is also characterized by circadian variations. Cancer growth, for example, is governed by a 24-hour cycle that can be exploited to maximize susceptibility to chemotherapy and improve patient outcomes. It is not surprising then, that similar circadian rhythms influence the eye and ophthalmic diseases, such as glaucoma and non-arteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy. It has been known for over four decades that intraocular pressure (IOP) varies throughout the day, but not until more recently has it been shown that other factors affecting the eye such as systemic blood pressure, ocular perfusion pressure (OPP), and ocular blood flow (OBF) also follow circadian patterns.

Glaucoma is the second leading cause of blindness globally and is characterized by a multi-factorial optic neuropathy. Elevated IOP is a major risk factor for the disease and is currently its only therapeutic target. However, recent publications indicate IOP fluctuation itself is not an independent risk factor for glaucoma progression, suggesting a possible break from previous research. This is supported by the common observation that glaucoma progresses in some patients despite well-controlled IOP.

Therefore, it is important to understand how circadian variations in other ocular parameters may also influence glaucoma. The purpose of this review is to analyze the literature on circadian variations in blood pressure, OPP, and OBF and to identify consensus findings regarding their potential impact on glaucoma, exploring new avenues of research for clarifying the vascular etiology of glaucoma and its potential treatment strategies.

Circadian Variations in Systemic Blood Pressure and Glaucoma

Blood pressure also follows a distinctive circadian curve characterized by systolic and diastolic declines during sleep, with a trough roughly between 2:00 a.m. and 4:00 a.m. This dip is followed by a transient spike in arterial pressure in the early morning that parallels the peak incidence of cardiovascular events. Literature supports that, nocturnal variations in blood pressure as a potential risk factor in glaucoma. Leske et al observed certain vascular risk factors were predictors of glaucoma progression. Specifically, lower systolic perfusion pressure, lower systolic blood pressure, and cardiovascular disease history emerged as new predictors.

Systemic hypertension and hypotension have both elsewhere been reported as potential risk factors in glaucoma. It has been suggested that chronic hypertension may cause microvascular damage, whereas hypotension may reduce local perfusion. Both mechanisms may lead to further glaucomatous progression in the face of IOP elevation or poor vascular autoregulation of blood flow. It is also thought that perfusion instability, rather than a steady reduction of ocular blood flow, might contribute to glaucomatous optic neuropathy.

Hayreh et al noted that both glaucoma patients using topical b-blockers and hypertensive patients on oral b-blocker therapy had greater nocturnal dips than other patients. A similar report from Netland et al found timolol to cause significantly lower nocturnal heart rate and bradycardia than carotol in patients with ocular hypertension and primary open-angle glaucoma. Thessaloniki eye study, treatment with antihypertensive medication was associated with increased cup-to-disk ratio of the optic nerve head.

Circadian Variations in Ocular Perfusion Pressure and Glaucoma

Ocular perfusion pressure is defined as two-thirds of mean arterial pressure minus IOP. It can be further broken down into diastolic perfusion pressure (diastolic blood pressure -- IOP) and systolic perfusion pressure (systolic blood pressure -- IOP). It is not surprising, then, that the nocturnal variations in arterial pressure described in the previous section might also influence ocular perfusion pressure. IOP, the other variable determining OPP, has also been shown to follow a pattern of circadian change. It has been shown in healthy subjects that nocturnal IOP is significantly higher than diurnal IOP, with peak IOP occurring at the end of the night just before awakening. Part of the nocturnal increase in IOP has been attributed to a change from sitting to supine position with sleep, but this circadian IOP elevation can be detected even without postural change. The circadian IOP variations observed in healthy subjects have been noted in glaucoma patients too, with peak IOP usually occurring outside of normal clinic
hours. Increased risk for glaucomatous visual field loss has also been associated with wider diurnal fluctuations in IOP rather than elevated peak IOP alone.

Evidence supporting a link between OPP and glaucoma can be found in several large, population-based studies that strongly associate decreased perfusion pressure with an increased prevalence of glaucoma. In glaucoma patients, however, it has been observed that OPP is lowest around 7:00 a.m., just before awakening. This finding is in agreement with peak IOP and relative hypotension occurring at the same time, suggesting that regulatory dysfunction in glaucoma patients prevents maintenance of OPP in the face of nocturnal changes in IOP and blood pressure. A more recent study further identified circadian OPP fluctuation as the most consistent clinical risk factor for glaucoma severity. The authors found that both anatomic (retinal nerve fiber layer thickness) and functional (visual field) outcome variables were significantly worse in glaucoma patients with wider circadian OPP fluctuation. They attributed glaucoma progression to daily repetitive ischemic insults followed by reperfusion injury in eyes with defective autoregulatory mechanisms that could not maintain consistent OPP.

**Circadian Variations in Ocular Blood Flow and Glaucoma**

Circadian variations in OBF were unable to identify a consensus among the currently published literature. Clear evidence was found that dysregulation of OBF occurs in glaucoma, but circadian variations in OBF and their effects on disease state remain to be clarified. Impaired autoregulation of OBF has been implicated because glaucoma patients with the greatest drop in nocturnal blood pressure demonstrate significant alterations in retrobulbar flow parameters. Future studies should encompass larger sample sizes and examine functional outcomes over a longer period of time, and patient sleep disturbance should be minimized while OBF measurements are recorded. Techniques for measuring OBF would also benefit from further characterization of accuracy and reproducibility.

**FORSKOLIN AND CHRONOTHERAPY OF GLAUCOMA**

There are various advantages of the chronopharmaceutics, which may include decrease first pass metabolism, increase biological tolerance. Also there are various diseases in which chronopharmaceutics are used which include cardiovascular diseases, anti-asthmatic disease, antulcer disease and very recently antiglaucoma. Glaucoma is a progressively degenerative disease of the optic nerve and is the second-leading cause of blindness in the world affecting 67 million people globally. Sami Labs, Bangalore (India), is the first pharmaceutical company, which derived a product from a plant to be approved in India, which is also the first such eye care product worldwide. The ophthalmic solution of the drug Forskohlin has been accorded approval by the Drug Controller General of India in August 2006. This eye drops formulation will be available in the market under the brand name "Ocufors 2%". Hoechst had identified the efficacy of forskolin in the treatment of Glaucoma but they could not make an effective formulation and subsequently dropped the studies midway through. According to company's official press release, “Ocufors” is 30 per cent more effective than the most popular drug for glaucoma in the market with no side effects.

Wagh et al., formulated forskolin ophthalmic drug delivery systems to test its efficacy in New Zealand albino rabbits for its antiglaucoma efficacy. Ophthalmic Inserts of forskolin extract (OIE) and pure forskolin 98% (OIF) were prepared as matrix controlled delivery with the aim of achieving once a day administration. Ophthalmic Insert Drug Delivery System (OIDDS) for forskolin showed a significant reduction in Intraocular Pressure up to 24 hours and an increased corneal residence time up to 12 hours with sustained therapeutic action which is a desirable feature for an antiglaucoma agent. Gupta S. et al. prepared forskolin nanocrystals and stabilized by poloxamer 407. Their investigations proven that the pH and thermoreversible polymeric in situ gel forming nanosuspensions with ability of controlled drug release exhibits a greater potential for glaucoma therapy. Wagh V D et al., formulated forskolin ophthalmic chronotherapeutic drug delivery systems to test its efficacy in New Zealand albino rabbits for its antiglaucoma efficacy.
CONCLUSION
It is well known that human body temperature, blood pressure, and pulse rate reach high values during the day and fall at night. Similarly, all other physiological functions and activities are subject to a daily cyclical variation known as their circadian rhythm. Several risk factors associated with the vascular etiology of glaucoma are influenced by circadian variation. Daily changes in IOP alone cannot fully explain the pathophysiology of glaucoma. Nonphysiologic nocturnal blood pressure dipping and wider circadian fluctuations in OPP have also been clearly linked with the development and progression of glaucoma. The proposed mechanism involves defective autoregulation of OBF with failure to maintain adequate perfusion in the face of changing blood pressure and IOP, resulting in ischemic damage. It is a necessary to see glaucoma disease through the angle of chronotherapy, so that there will be a generation of new medication profile for the better pharmacotherapy of glaucoma patients.
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